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Description of the English Series
The English Series is a creative and interactive series that focuses on the sequential
stages of language development. The units are subdivided in lessons and adhere to the
English Language Standards of listening, speaking, reading, writing and language.
The series is designed using the ECA teaching strategy for each of its lessons. ECA,
exploration, conceptualization and application, permit the teacher to have a series of
interactions with the student in order to create the best conditions to promote learning.
The unit lessons have a recursive feature which enables the student to use the
knowledge acquired from one area of the language arts to develop the other. Each
lesson immerses the student in an authentic language scenario that leads to meaningful
communication and enhances the functional purpose of language.
The content and skills presented in the series are based on the student’s grade level and
are tailored to the needs of diverse learners with different learning styles. The lessons
are structured with colorful visuals, graphic organizers, practice activities, worksheets
and Internet links, among others.
The English Series will engage the student in learning activities that are pertinent,
interesting, and entertaining that will trigger the student’s motivation to learn. The
ultimate goal of the English Series is to provide the student with learning experiences
that will lead to the acquisition and proficiency of the English language.
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Unit Breakdown
Unit 1. Fictional Heroes
Lesson 1: Understanding Word Parts
Code. C235G05U01L01
 Identify Greek and Latin roots in English vocabulary.
 Determine the meaning of English words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Separate words that have Greek and Latin roots to analyze their structure, origin
and meaning.
 Define words using the meaning of the roots.
 Write sentences using words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Identify prefixes and suffixes in words.
 Identify and determine the meaning of words with prefixes and suffixes.
 Write sentences using words that have prefixes and suffixes.
Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C235G05U01L02








Identify fiction and nonfiction features in a text.
Compare and contrast fiction and non-fiction characteristics.
Identify main and supporting characters.
Identify differences between main character and supporting characters.
Identify character traits.
Identify the elements of setting.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read a Tall Tale.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C235G05U01L03
 Identify and use countable nouns in sentences.
 Identify and use non-countable nouns in sentences.
 Identify and use compound nouns in sentences.
Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C235G05U01L04





Identify the elements of narrative writing.
Compare and contrast descriptive and narrative writing.
Write a narrative paragraph.
Write a descriptive paragraph.
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Unit 2. Real Life Heroes
Lesson 1: Understanding Word Parts
Code. C235G05U02L01
 Identify Greek and Latin roots in English vocabulary.
 Determine the meaning of English words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Separate words that have Greek and Latin roots to analyze their structure, origin
and meaning.
 Define words using the meaning of the roots.
 Write sentences using words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Identify prefixes and suffixes in words.
 Identify and determine the meaning of words with the prefixes and suffixes.
 Write sentences using words that have prefixes and suffixes.
Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C235G05U02L02





Identify the types of nonfiction and their characteristics.
Define the concept biography.
Identify main idea and supporting details in nonfiction text.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read a biography.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C235G05U02L03





Identify and use perfect verbs in past, present, and future tense.
Identify and use linking verbs in sentences.
Compare action verbs with linking verbs.
Recall subject and verb agreement in sentences.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C235G05U02L04





Recognize the features of the writing process.
Recognize the steps of the writing process.
Use the writing process to produce written texts.
Recognize and use different brainstorming strategies.
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Unit 3. Exploring the Community
Lesson 1: Understanding Word Parts
Code. C235G05U03L01
 Identify Greek and Latin roots in English vocabulary.
 Determine the meaning of English words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Separate words that have Greek and Latin roots to analyze their structure, origin
and meaning.
 Define words using the meaning of the roots.
 Write sentences using words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Identify prefixes and suffixes in words.
 Identify and determine the meaning of words with the prefixes and suffixes.
 Write sentences using words that have prefixes and suffixes.
Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C235G05U03L02






Identify the elements of expository text.
Identify the sequence in a text.
Identify sequence words to determine order.
Identify transition words to determine changes in a text.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read an expository text.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C235G05U03L03











Identify subject and predicate in sentences.
Identify simple subject and compound subject.
Identify compound subject and compound predicate.
Differentiate between a fragment, run-on, and complete sentence.
Break run-on sentences using conjunctions or additional clauses.
Define the concept homophone.
Identify homophones in sentences.
Recognize the incorrect use of homophones.
Identify cognates in the English and Spanish language.
Recognize false cognates.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C235G05U03L04








Identify complete sentences.
Construct complete sentences.
Identify and correct sentence fragments.
Identify and correct run-on sentences.
Write sentences using homophones and homophone pairs.
Edit a paragraph with fragments and run-ons to maintain precise ideas.
Write an expository paragraph.
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Unit 4. Holidays and Celebrations
Lesson 1: Understanding Word Parts
Code. C235G05U04L01
 Identify Greek and Latin roots in English vocabulary.
 Determine the meaning of English words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Separate words that have Greek and Latin roots to analyze their structure, origin
and meaning.
 Define words using the meaning of the roots.
 Write sentences using words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Identify prefixes and suffixes in words.
 Identify and determine the meaning of words with the prefixes and suffixes.
 Write sentences using words that have prefixes and suffixes.
Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C235G05U04L02
 Identify the structure of a plot.
 Use inference strategies.
 Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary in context.
o During Reading
 Read a realistic fiction story.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C235G05U04L03






Identify the different types of sentences.
Use correct punctuation for each sentence type.
Classify sentences.
Identify idioms and their meaning.
Illustrate idioms.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C235G05U04L04
 Write different types of sentences.
 Use one sentence type to create another sentence type.
 Write a summary.
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Unit 5. My Maps
Lesson 1: Understanding Word Parts
Code. C235G05U05L01
 Identify Greek and Latin roots in English vocabulary.
 Determine the meaning of English words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Separate words that have Greek and Latin roots to analyze their structure, origin
and meaning.
 Define words using the meaning of the roots.
 Write sentences using words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Identify prefixes and suffixes in words.
 Identify and determine the meaning of words with the prefixes and suffixes.
 Write sentences using words that have prefixes and suffixes.

Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C235G05U05L02









Identify the features of a map.
Read a map.
Use cardinal directions.
Give directions.
Follow directions.
Identify cause and effect relationships.
Make predictions.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary in context.
o During Reading
 Read an informational text.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C235G05U05L03
 Identify and use prepositions.
 Use prepositional phrases.
Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C235G05U05L04
 Write sentences using prepositions and prepositional phrases.
 Write a compare and contrast paragraph.
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Unit 6. Celebrating Life
Lesson 1: Understanding Word Parts
Code. C235G05U06L01
 Identify Greek and Latin roots in English vocabulary.
 Determine the meaning of English words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Separate words that have Greek and Latin roots to analyze their structure, origin
and meaning.
 Define words using the meaning of the roots.
 Write sentences using words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Identify prefixes and suffixes in words.
 Identify and determine the meaning of words with the prefixes and suffixes.
 Write sentences using words that have prefixes and suffixes.
Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C235G05U06L02






Compare and contrast points of view.
Identify the point of view used in a reading selection.
Recall how a point of view affects information presented in a text.
Use context clues to infer the meaning of unknown or ambiguous words.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read a realistic fiction story.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C235G05U06L03






Use a dictionary for different purposes.
Identify adjectives.
Identify adjectives that compare.
Identify compound adjectives.
Recall the difference between a noun, verb, and adjective.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C235G05U06L04
 Name the six traits of writing.
 Recognize how the six traits of writing are used.
 Use the six traits of writing to construct a writing piece.
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Unit 7. Community News
Lesson 1: Understanding Word Parts
Code. C235G05U07L01
 Identify Greek and Latin roots in English vocabulary.
 Determine the meaning of English words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Separate words that have Greek and Latin roots to analyze their structure, origin
and meaning.
 Define words using the meaning of the roots.
 Write sentences using words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Identify prefixes and suffixes in words.
 Identify and determine the meaning of words with the prefixes and suffixes.
 Write sentences using words that have prefixes and suffixes.
Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C235G05U07L02








Identify the organization of a newspaper article.
Identify the text features of a newspaper.
Recall the difference between a newspaper article and a fictional story.
Identify fact and opinion in nonfiction text.
Differentiate fact and opinion in news articles.
Use pictures to summarize.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary in context.
o During Reading
 Read an article.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C235G05U07L03







Combine sentences using subordinating conjunctions.
Identify complex sentences.
Identify independent and dependent clauses in a sentence.
Use punctuation for complex sentences.
Identify contractions.
Recall the punctuation used in contractions.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C235G05U07L04





Write sentences using subordinating conjunctions.
Write a news article.
Transform the structure of a story to a nonfiction article.
Write a summary.
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Unit 8. What Do You Do For Fun?
Lesson 1: Understanding Word Parts
Code. C235G05U08L01
 Identify Greek and Latin roots in English vocabulary.
 Determine the meaning of English words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Separate words that have Greek and Latin roots to analyze their structure, origin
and meaning.
 Define words using the meaning of the roots.
 Write sentences using words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Identify prefixes and suffixes in words.
 Identify and determine the meaning of words with the prefixes and suffixes.
 Write sentences using words that have prefixes and suffixes.

Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C235G05U08L02





Identify the structure of a personal narrative.
Identify the author’s purpose.
Make predictions.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary in context.
o During Reading
 Read a personal narrative.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C235G05U08L03







Identify and use reflexive pronouns.
Identify and use relative pronouns.
Identify and use indefinite pronouns.
Define the concept adverb.
Use adverbs that compare.
Use conjunctive adverbs.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C235G05U08L04
 Write a text for a specific purpose.
 Write a text for a specific audience.
 Write a personal narrative.
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Unit 9. Exploring Mythology
Lesson 1: Understanding Word Parts
Code. C235G05U09L01
 Identify Greek and Latin roots in English vocabulary.
 Determine the meaning of English words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Separate words that have Greek and Latin roots to analyze their structure, origin
and meaning.
 Define words using the meaning of the roots.
 Write sentences using words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Identify prefixes and suffixes in words.
 Identify and determine the meaning of words with the prefixes and suffixes.
 Write sentences using words that have prefixes and suffixes.

Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C235G05U09L02
 Identify the author’s perspective.
 Draw conclusions.
 Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary in context.
o During Reading
 Read a myth.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C235G05U09L03





Identify and use homographs.
Identify and distinguish synonyms.
Identify and distinguish antonyms.
Use commas, colons, semicolons, and hyphens in writing.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C235G05U09L04
 Use narration and dialogue to write a paragraph.
 Use quotation marks in writing.
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Unit 10. A World of Poetry
Lesson 1: Understanding Word Parts
Code. C235G05U10L01
 Identify Greek and Latin roots in English vocabulary.
 Determine the meaning of English words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Separate words that have Greek and Latin roots to analyze their structure, origin
and meaning.
 Define words using the meaning of the roots.
 Write sentences using words that have Greek and Latin roots.
 Identify prefixes and suffixes in words.
 Identify and determine the meaning of words with the prefixes and suffixes.
 Write sentences using words that have prefixes and suffixes.

Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C235G05U10L02






Define the concept poetry.
Identify the elements of poetry.
Compare the structure of a poem and the structure of a story.
Define the concept theme.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
o During Reading
 Read poems.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C235G05U10L03
 Identify and use figurative language.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C235G05U10L04





Write poems.
Use capitalization in poetry.
Use punctuation in poetry.
Use figurative, idiomatic, and sensory language in writing.
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